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(54) Crawler type travelling vehicle

(57) A travel control section (60b) is configured to
control the revolution velocities of transversely opposite
travel motors (51 and 52) such that when turning amount
command signals are inputted from a turning amount op-
eration dial (48), transversely opposite crawler travel de-
vices (12a and 12b) are caused to realize a turn according
to the turning amount command signals by decelerating
the traveling velocities of the transversely opposite crawl-
er travel devices (12a and 12b) from a target straight
traveling velocity set by a travel operation lever (47) by
equal values of velocity which are predetermined accord-
ing to the turning amount command signals inputted from
the turning amount operation dial (48) and further decel-
erating the traveling velocity of the crawler travel device
(12a or 12b) which is positioned inwardly relative to the
other in the turning direction.
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Description

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This invention claims the benefit of Japanese
Patent Application No. 2012-218103 which is hereby in-
corporated by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates to a crawler-type
travelling vehicle capable of travelling by means of crawl-
er travel devices provided on transversely opposite sides
of a vehicle body. Herein the word ’crawler travel device’
is to be understood to incorporate devices otherwise
known as ’caterpillars’ or ’tracks’.

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

[0003] A known one of such crawler-type travelling ve-
hicles is designed to be capable of a forward and back-
ward straight travel, a slalom turn, a pivot turn and a spin
turn by controlling the revolving directions and velocities
of the transversely opposite crawler travel devices in ac-
cordance with the directions and amounts of operation
on transversely opposite two travel operation levers (see
Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication No.
2003-343510(A) for example). Another known crawler-
type travelling vehicle includes, instead of the transverse-
ly opposite two travel operation levers, a travel operation
device having a travel lever for switching between a for-
ward travel and a backward travel, an accelerator pedal
for setting a travelling velocity, and a steering wheel for
setting a turning direction and a turning amount (see Jap-
anese Laid-Open Utility Model Publication No.
H5-24481(A) for example). Yet another known crawler-
type traveling vehicle includes a joystick-type travel op-
eration device which is capable of setting a forward travel,
a backward travel, a travelling velocity, a turning direction
and a turning amount by means of a single travel oper-
ation lever (see Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication
No. 2002-104227(A) for example).

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] Such a conventional crawler-type travelling ve-
hicle is configured to perform a drive control over the
transversely opposite crawler travel devices such that
when the travel operation device is operated to cause a
turn, the turn set by the travel operation device is realized
by decelerating only that crawler travel device which is
positioned inwardly relative to the other in the turning
direction. Such a turn control has a problem that when
the travel operation device is operated to cause a turn
during a straight travel for example, an excessive inertial
force (centrifugal force) is sometimes exerted on the ve-
hicle and rider in accordance with the current travelling
velocity and the amount of a turning operation and,

hence, the travelling stability of the vehicle and the ride
quality felt by the rider are unfavourable in such cases.
[0005] The present invention has been made with such
a problem in view. An object of the present invention is
to provide a crawler-type travelling vehicle which is ca-
pable of improving the travelling stability of the vehicle
during turning and the ride quality felt by the rider during
turning.
[0006] In order to solve the problem mentioned above,
a crawler-type travelling vehicle according to a first as-
pect of the present invention includes: a vehicle body (for
example a travel member frame 11 according to an em-
bodiment); transversely opposite crawler travel devices
provided on transversely opposite sides of the vehicle
body; transversely opposite travel motors which respec-
tively drive the transversely opposite crawler travel de-
vices; a travel operation device (including for example a
travel operation lever 47 and a turning amount operation
dial 48 according to the embodiment) which sets a trav-
elling direction, a travelling velocity (speed), a turning
direction and a turning amount in accordance with a di-
rection and an amount of operation thereon; and a travel
control device (for example a travel control section 60b
of a controller 60 according to the embodiment) which
controls a direction and a velocity of revolution of each
of the transversely opposite travel motors in accordance
with the travelling direction, the travelling velocity, the
turning direction and the turning amount set by the travel
operation device. When the travel operation device is
operated to cause a straight travel, the travel control de-
vice performs a control such that the transversely oppo-
site travel motors are caused to revolve for realizing the
straight travel in a direction and at a velocity correspond-
ing to the direction and the amount of operation on the
travel operation device. When the travel operation device
is operated to cause a turn, the travel control device per-
forms a control such that the transversely opposite travel
motors are caused to revolve for realizing the turn set by
the travel operation device by decelerating the travelling
velocities of the transversely opposite crawler travel de-
vices from travelling velocities of the transversely oppo-
site crawler travel devices travelling straight by equal val-
ues of velocity corresponding to the turning amount set
by the travel operation device and further decelerating
the travelling velocity of the crawler travel device which
is positioned inwardly relative to the other crawler travel
device in the turning direction.
[0007] Preferably, the crawler-type travelling vehicle
of the construction described above further includes: a
lifting device (for example a boom 30 according to the
embodiment) which is mounted on the vehicle body and
which moves a workbench up and down at least; and
workbench position detecting means (including for ex-
ample a derricking angle detector 81 and a length detec-
tor 82 according to the embodiment) which detects a po-
sition of the workbench relative to the vehicle body,
wherein when the travel operation device is operated to
cause the straight travel, the travel control device per-
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forms a control such that the transversely opposite travel
motors are caused to revolve for realizing the straight
travel at a lower velocity than the travelling velocity cor-
responding to the amount of operation on the travel op-
eration device in accordance with a vertical distance be-
tween the workbench and the vehicle body detected by
the workbench position detecting means. Preferably,
when the travel operation device is operated to cause
the turn, the travel control device performs a control such
that amounts of deceleration of the travelling velocities
of the transversely opposite crawler travel devices from
the travelling velocity of the straight travel become larger
in accordance with a vertical distance between the work-
bench and the vehicle body detected by the workbench
position detecting means.
[0008] Preferably, the crawler-type travelling vehicle
of the construction described above further includes: a
lifting device which includes a boom mounted on the ve-
hicle body and capable of derricking (swinging upwardly
and downwardly), telescoping (extending and contract-
ing), and rotating and which moves up and down a work-
bench attached to a distal end portion of the boom; and
workbench position detecting means (including for ex-
ample a derricking angle detector 81 and a length detec-
tor 82 according to the embodiment) which detects a po-
sition of the workbench relative to the vehicle body,
wherein when the travel operation device is operated to
cause the turn, the travel control device performs a con-
trol such that amounts of deceleration of the travelling
velocities of the transversely opposite crawler travel de-
vices from the travelling velocity of the straight travel be-
come larger in accordance with a horizontal distance be-
tween the workbench and the vehicle body detected by
the workbench position detecting means.
[0009] A crawler-type travelling vehicle according to a
second aspect of the present invention includes: a vehi-
cle body; transversely opposite crawler travel devices
provided on transversely opposite sides of the vehicle
body; transversely opposite electric travel motors which
respectively drive the transversely opposite crawler trav-
el devices when supplied with electric power; a travel
operation device which sets a travelling direction, a trav-
elling velocity, a turning direction and a turning amount
in accordance with a direction and an amount of operation
thereon; and a travel control device which controls a di-
rection and a velocity of revolution of each of the trans-
versely opposite electric travel motors in accordance with
the travelling direction, the travelling velocity, the turning
direction and the turning amount set by the travel oper-
ation device. The transversely opposite electric travel
motors have a function of generating electric power when
driven to revolve. When a turn is performed under a rev-
olution control over the transversely opposite electric
travel motors by the travel control device for realizing the
turn set by the travel operation device, a driving force
that is produced when that crawler travel device which
is positioned inwardly relative to the other crawler travel
device in the turning direction is driven by that crawler

travel device which is positioned outwardly relative to the
other crawler travel device in the turning direction is uti-
lized to generate electric power by that electric travel mo-
tor which drives the inwardly positioned crawler travel
device.
[0010] The crawler-type travelling vehicle according to
the present invention is configured such that when the
travel operation device is operated to cause the turn, the
revolution control is performed over the transversely op-
posite travel motors to realize the turn set by the travel
operation device by decelerating the transversely oppo-
site crawler travel devices from the travelling velocities
of the transversely opposite travel devices travelling
straight by equal values of velocity corresponding to the
turning amount set by the travel operation device and
further decelerating that crawler travel device which is
positioned inwardly relative to the other crawler travel
device in the turning direction. The travelling vehicle thus
configured can reduce the inertial force (centrifugal force)
to be exerted on the vehicle and rider to a small value
though the velocity during turning is lower than that under
the conventional travel control which realizes a turn by
decelerating only the inwardly positioned crawler travel
device. Therefore, the travelling stability of the vehicle
during turning and the ride quality felt by the rider during
turning can be improved.
[0011] In the crawler-type travelling vehicle, the revo-
lution control is performed over the transversely opposite
travel motors to realize the straight travel at a lower ve-
locity than the travelling velocity corresponding to the
amount of operation on the travel operation device in
accordance with the vertical distance between the work-
bench and the vehicle body. Since the travelling stability
of the vehicle travelling straight lowers as the workbench
becomes more separated upwardly from the vehicle
body, the feature described above can improve the trav-
elling stability of the vehicle during straight travel. When
the crawler-type travelling vehicle is configured to per-
form the control such that the amounts of deceleration
of the transversely opposite crawler travel devices from
the travelling velocity of the straight travel become larger
in accordance with the vertical distance between the
workbench and the vehicle body, the travelling stability
of the vehicle during turning can be improved.
[0012] In the crawler-type travelling vehicle, the control
is performed such that the amounts of deceleration of
the transversely opposite crawler travel devices from the
travelling velocity of the straight travel become larger in
accordance with the horizontal distance between the
workbench and the vehicle body. Since a larger inertial
force is exerted on the workbench during turning as the
workbench becomes more separated horizontally from
the vehicle body, the feature described above can pre-
vent the rider on the workbench from being subjected to
an excessive inertial force during turning, thereby improv-
ing the safety of the rider on the workbench.
[0013] The crawler-type travelling vehicle according to
the present invention is configured such that: the trans-
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versely opposite travel motors each is an electric motor
and the transversely opposite electric travel motors have
the function of generating electric power when driven to
revolve; and when the turn is performed under the revo-
lution control over the transversely opposite electric mo-
tors for realizing the turn set by the travel operation de-
vice, the driving force that is produced when that crawler
travel device which is positioned inwardly relative to the
other crawler travel device in the turning direction is driv-
en by that crawler travel device which is positioned out-
wardly relative to the other crawler travel device in the
turning direction is utilized to generate electric power by
that electric travel motor which drives the inwardly posi-
tioned crawler travel device. The electric power thus gen-
erated produces a braking force in the associated electric
travel motor, thereby inhibiting the number of revolutions
of the inwardly positioned electric travel motor from rising.
For this reason, a turn at a predetermined target rudder
angle can be realized. Further, the electric power thus
generated can charge the battery supplying electric pow-
er to the electric travel motors, thereby prolonging the
serviceable life of the battery and realizing energy saving.
[0014] Further scope of applicability of the present in-
vention will become apparent from the detailed descrip-
tion given hereinafter. However, it should be understood
that the detailed description and specific examples, while
indicating preferred embodiments of the invention, are
given by way of illustration only, since various changes
and modifications within the spirit and scope of the in-
vention will become apparent to those skilled in the art
from this detailed description.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] The present invention will become more fully
understood from the detailed description given herein be-
low and the accompanying drawings which are given by
way of illustration only and thus are not limitative of the
present invention.
[0016] FIG. 1 is a side elevation view illustrating a
crawler-type high place work vehicle according to the
present invention;
[0017] FIG. 2 is a drive system diagram of actuators
disposed in the crawler-type high place work vehicle;
[0018] FIG. 3 is a control system diagram of trans-
versely opposite crawler travel devices provided on the
crawler-type high place work vehicle;
[0019] FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B are graphs illustrating the
relationship between the amount of operation on a turn-
ing amount operation dial and the travelling velocities of
the transversely opposite crawler travel devices; specif-
ically, FIG. 4A is a graph obtained when the amount of
operation on a travel operation lever is 100%, and FIG.
4B is a graph obtained when the amount of operation on
the travel operation lever is 50%;
[0020] FIG. 5 is a graph illustrating the relationship ob-
tained between the amount of operation on the turning
amount operation dial and the travelling velocities of the

transversely opposite crawler travel devices when the
position of a workbench is in excess of an allowable hor-
izontal distance; and
[0021] FIG. 6 is a graph illustrating the relationship ob-
tained between the amount of operation on the turning
amount operation dial and the travelling velocities of the
transversely opposite crawler travel devices when the
position of the workbench is in excess of an allowable
vertical distance.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0022] Hereinafter, an embodiment of the present in-
vention will be described with reference to the drawings.
FIG. 1 illustrates a crawler-type high place work vehicle
1 as one example of the crawler-type travelling vehicle
according to the present invention. The crawler-type high
place work vehicle 1 includes a crawler travel member
10, a rotating structure 20 rotatably mounted on an upper
portion of the crawler travel member 10, and a boom 30
derrickably mounted on an upper portion of the rotating
structure 20.
[0023] The crawler travel member 10 includes trans-
versely opposite crawler travel devices 12a and 12b (see
FIG. 3) provided on transversely opposite sides of a travel
member frame 11. The transversely opposite crawler
travel devices 12a and 12b each includes a driver wheel
13 attached to a rear portion of the travel member frame
11, an idler wheel 14 attached to a front portion of the
travel member frame 11, a plurality of lower rollers 15
disposed between the driver wheel 13 and the idler wheel
14, a single upper roller 16 disposed between the driver
wheel 13 and the idler wheel 14, and a crawler belt 17
entrained about the driver wheel 13, idler wheel 14, lower
rollers 15 and upper roller 16.
[0024] The transversely opposite driver wheels 13 are
each driven to rotate by transmission of output power of
a respective one of transversely opposite travel motors
51 and 52 (see FIG. 3) disposed on the travel member
frame 11 through a reduction gear (not shown). As shown
in FIG. 2, the transversely opposite travel motors 51 and
52 drive the transversely opposite driver wheels 13 by
being driven to revolve by electric power supplied from
a battery 90 located inside the rotating structure 20
through respective transversely opposite inverters 53
and 54 for travel. The transversely opposite travel motors
51 and 52 have the function of generating electric power
when driven to revolve by the transversely opposite driver
wheels 13. The revolving directions and velocities of the
transversely opposite motors 51 and 52 are controlled in
accordance with the directions and amounts of operation
on a travel operation lever 47 and a turning amount op-
eration dial 48 which are provided inside an operating
box 42 to be described later.
[0025] As shown in FIG. 1, the rotating structure 20 is
configured to be capable of rotating within a 360 degree
range in a horizontal plane relative to the crawler travel
member 10 by causing a rotation motor 21 provided in-
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side the rotating structure 20 to revolve. The boom 30 is
derrickably mounted on the upper portion of the rotating
structure 20 by means of a foot pin 23.
[0026] The boom 30 includes a proximal boom 30a der-
rickably mounted on the rotating structure 20 by means
of the foot pin 23, an intermediate boom 30b and a distal
boom 30c which are telescopically combined together.
The boom 30 is designed to be capable of wholly tele-
scoping in the longitudinal direction by actuating a tele-
scoping cylinder 31 provided therein. The boom 30 is
also designed to be capable of derricking in a vertical
plane by expanding and retracting a derrick cylinder 22
spanning between the proximal boom 30a and the rotat-
ing structure 20.
[0027] A vertical post 32 has a lower end portion at-
tached to a distal end portion of the distal boom 30c by
means of a pivot pin. The vertical post 32 is designed to
be constantly held in a vertical position irrespective of
the derricking angle of the boom 30 by means of a lev-
elling device (not shown) provided inside the boom 30.
A workbench (or a working platform) 40 is fitted on an
upper portion of the vertical post 32 by means of a work-
bench retainer bracket (not shown) so as to be swingable
in a horizontal plane. The workbench retainer bracket is
provided therein with a swing motor 41 which can swing
the workbench 40 about the vertical post 32 when actu-
ated to revolve. Since the vertical post 32 is constantly
held in the vertical position as described above, the floor
surface of the workbench 40 is constantly held in a hor-
izontal position irrespective of the derricking angle of the
boom 30.
[0028] As shown in FIG. 2, the derrick cylinder 22, tel-
escoping cylinder 31, rotation motor 21 and swing motor
41 are driven to actuate the boom 30, rotating structure
20 and workbench 40 when hydraulic fluid delivered from
a hydraulic pump 70 provided inside the rotating structure
20 is supplied thereto through control valves 71 to 74
respectively associated with the cylinders 22 and 31 and
motors 21 and 41. The hydraulic pump 70 is driven by a
pump driving motor 75. The pump driving motor 75 is
driven to revolve by electric power supplied thereto from
the battery 90 through a boom actuating inverter 76. The
actuating directions and velocities of the derrick cylinder
22, telescoping cylinder 31, rotation motor 21 and swing
motor 41 are controlled in accordance with the directions
and amounts of operation on operation levers 43 to 46
provided inside an operating box 42 to be described later.
[0029] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the workbench 40
is provided thereon with the operating box 42 having a
variety of operation means. The operating box 42 is pro-
vided with the derrick operation lever 43 for derricking
the boom 30, telescoping operation lever 44 for telescop-
ing the boom 30, rotation operation lever 45 for rotating
the rotating structure 20, and swing operation lever 46
for swinging the workbench 40. Each of the operation
levers 43 to 46 can be operated to lean forwardly and
backwardly from a neutral position which is a vertical po-
sition and is configured to return to the neutral position

automatically by means of a built-in spring when the op-
eration lever in a leant position is freed from the operator’s
hand. When each of the operation levers 43 to 46 is op-
erated, voltage signals corresponding to the operating
direction (leaning direction) and operating amount (lean-
ing amount) relative to the neutral position serving as a
datum are outputted and then each inputted as a boom
operation signal to a boom operation control section 60a
of a controller 60.
[0030] The boom operation control section 60a con-
trols the amounts of hydraulic fluid to be supplied from
the hydraulic pump 70 to the cylinders 22 and 31 and
motors 21 and 41 by electromagnetically driving the
spools of the control valves 71 to 74 correspondingly to
the directions and amounts according to the boom oper-
ation signals inputted, thereby controlling the directions
and amounts of operations of the cylinders 22 and 31
and motors 21 and 41. The boom operation control sec-
tion 60a also controls electric power to be supplied from
the battery 90 to the pump driving motor 75 through the
boom actuating inverter 76 in accordance with the boom
operation signals inputted, thereby controlling the
amounts of hydraulic fluid to be delivered from the hy-
draulic pump 70. Therefore, an operator M on the work-
bench 40 operates the operation levers 43 to 46 to derrick
and telescope the boom 30, rotate the rotating structure
20 in the horizontal plane and swing the workbench 40,
thereby making it possible to move the workbench 40 to
a desired high place.
[0031] The voltage level of each of the boom operation
signals outputted by operating the operation levers 43 to
46 is substantially proportional to the amount of operation
on the associated operation lever and, hence, the oper-
ating velocities of the cylinders 22 and 31 and motors 21
and 41 can be adjusted by adjusting the amounts of op-
eration on the operation levers 43 to 46. Such operation
levers 43 to 46 are also provided on the rotating structure
20 and, hence, an operator on the rotating structure 20
can also actuate the boom 30, rotating structure 20 and
workbench 40.
[0032] The operating box 42 is provided with the travel
operation lever 47 and turning amount operation dial 48
for travel operation over the transversely opposite crawl-
er travel devices 12a and 12b. As shown in FIG. 3, the
travel operation lever 47 can be operated to lean forward-
ly and backwardly from a neutral position which is a ver-
tical position and is configured to return to the neutral
position automatically by means of a built-in spring when
the travel operation lever 47 in a leant position is freed
from the operator’s hand. When the travel operation lever
47 is operated to lean, voltage signals corresponding to
the operating direction (leaning direction) and operating
amount (leaning amount) relative to the neutral position
serving as a datum are outputted and then inputted as
travel command signals to a travel control section 60b of
the controller 60. The operation to lean the travel oper-
ation lever 47 forwardly from the neutral position corre-
sponds to a forward travel command for the transversely
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opposite crawler travel devices 12a and 12b. As the lean-
ing amount of leaning operation becomes larger, a larger
value is set as a target travelling velocity of forward travel
by the travel control section 60b. The operation to lean
the travel operation lever 47 backwardly from the neutral
position corresponds to a backward travel command for
the transversely opposite crawler travel devices 12a and
12b. As the amount of leaning operation becomes larger,
a larger value is set as a target travelling velocity of back-
ward travel by the travel control section 60b. The oper-
ation to return the travel operation lever 47 to the neutral
position corresponds to a stop command for the trans-
versely opposite crawler travel devices 12a and 12b.
[0033] The turning amount operation dial 48 can be
operated to turn rightwardly and leftwardly from the neu-
tral position (the position shown in FIG. 3) and is config-
ured to return to the neutral position automatically by
means of a built-in spring when the turning amount op-
eration dial 48 in a turned position is freed from the op-
erator’s hand. When the turning amount operation dial
48 is operated to turn, voltage signals corresponding to
the operating direction (turning direction) and operating
amount (turning amount) relative to the neutral position
serving as a datum are outputted and then inputted as
turning amount command signals to the travel control
section 60b. The operation to turn the turning amount
operation dial 48 rightwardly from the neutral position
corresponds to a rightward turn command for the trans-
versely opposite crawler travel devices 12a and 12b. As
the amount of rightwardly turning operation from the neu-
tral position becomes larger, a larger value is set as a
target rightward turning amount by the travel control sec-
tion 60b. The operation to turn the turning amount oper-
ation dial 48 leftwardly from the neutral position corre-
sponds to a leftward turn command for the transversely
opposite crawler travel devices 12a and 12b. As the left-
ward turning amount from the neutral position becomes
larger, a larger value is set as a target leftward turning
amount by the travel control section 60b. The operation
to return the turning amount operation dial 48 to the neu-
tral position corresponds to a command to zero the turn-
ing amount for the transversely opposite crawler travel
devices 12a and 12b (straight travel command).
[0034] In response to input of the travel command sig-
nals (corresponding to the operating direction and
amount from the neutral position serving as a datum)
from the travel operation lever 47, the travel control sec-
tion 60b of the controller 60 sets a target straight travelling
velocity of the transversely opposite crawler travel devic-
es 12a and 12b according to the travel command signals
and controls the revolution velocities of the transversely
opposite travel motors 51 and 52 by controlling electric
power to be supplied to the transversely opposite travel
motors 51 and 52 such that the travelling velocities of
both of the transversely opposite crawler travel devices
12a and 12b follow the target straight travelling velocity.
[0035] In response to input of the turning amount com-
mand signals (corresponding to the operating direction

and amount from the neutral position serving as a datum)
from the turning amount operation dial 48, the travel con-
trol section 60b sets target turning velocities of the re-
spective transversely opposite crawler travel devices 12a
and 12b according to the turning amount command sig-
nals, and then controls the revolution velocities of the
transversely opposite travel motors 51 and 52 by con-
trolling electric power to be supplied to the transversely
opposite travel motors 51 and 52 such that the travelling
velocities of the transversely opposite crawler travel de-
vices 12a and 12b follow their respective target turning
velocities. Specifically, the revolution velocities of the
transversely opposite travel motors 51 and 52 are con-
trolled such that the transversely opposite crawler travel
devices 12a and 12b are caused to turn according to the
turning amount command signals, which are made by
decelerating the travelling velocities of the transversely
opposite crawler travel devices 12a and 12b from the
target straight travelling velocity set by the travel opera-
tion lever 47 by equal values of velocity which are pre-
determined in accordance with the turning amount com-
mand signals inputted from the turning amount operation
dial 48, the turning amount command signals being fur-
ther made by decelerating the travelling velocity of one
of the crawler travel device 12a and 12b which is posi-
tioned inwardly relative to the other in the turning direc-
tion.
[0036] FIG. 4A illustrates a case where the travel op-
eration lever 47 is operated to lean forwardly from the
neutral position by an operating amount of 100% (max-
imum). Initially, when the amount of turning operation on
the turning amount operation dial 48 is 0 degrees (neutral
position), the revolution velocities of the transversely
travel motors 51 and 52 are controlled to cause the trav-
elling velocities of both of the transversely opposite crawl-
er travel devices 12a and 12b to follow the target straight
travelling velocity V x 100%, thereby causing the crawler
travel member 10 to travel forwardly. When the turning
amount operation dial 48 is turned rightwardly by 30 de-
grees for example from the neutral position during
straight travel of the crawler travel member 10 (i.e., trans-
versely opposite crawler travel devices 12a and 12b) at
the travelling velocity V x 100%, the left-hand crawler
travel device 12a which is positioned outwardly relative
to the other in the turning direction is decelerated by ΔV1,
while the right-hand crawler travel device 12b which is
positioned inwardly relative to the other in the turning
direction is decelerated by ΔV1+ΔV2. Stated otherwise,
the revolution velocity of the left-hand travel motor 51 is
controlled to cause the travelling velocity of the outwardly
positioned left-hand crawler travel device 12a to follow
the target turning velocity V x 100% -V1, while the revo-
lution velocity of the right-hand travel motor 52 is control-
led to cause the travelling velocity of the inwardly posi-
tioned right-hand crawler travel device 12b to follow the
target turning velocity V x 100%-(ΔV1+ΔV2). By so con-
trolling, the crawler travel member 10 is caused to turn
rightwardly (in a slalom turn fashion) correspondingly to
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the amount of 30 degrees of turning operation on the
turning amount operation dial 48. That is, both of the
crawler travel devices 12a and 12b are decelerated by
ΔV1 to improve the turning stability, while the inwardly
positioned right-hand crawler travel device 12b is further
decelerated from the thus decelerated velocity by ΔV2 to
realize the turn corresponding to the amount of operation
on the turning amount operation dial 48.
[0037] Subsequently, when the turning amount oper-
ation dial 48 is turned rightwardly by 45 degrees from the
neutral position, the revolution velocity of the left-hand
travel motor 51 is controlled to cause the travelling ve-
locity of the left-hand crawler travel device 12a positioned
outwardly relative to the other to follow a target turning
velocity V x 100% -ΔV3 (ΔV3 > ΔV1), while the right-hand
travel motor 52 is controlled to cause the right-hand
crawler travel device 12b positioned inwardly relative to
the other to stop. By so controlling, the crawler travel
member 10 is caused to turn rightwardly in a pivot turn
fashion (turn about the centre of the right-hand crawler
travel device 12b serving as the centre of turning). Fur-
ther, when the turning amount operation dial 48 is turned
rightwardly by 60 degrees from the neutral position, the
revolution velocity of the left-hand travel motor 51 is con-
trolled to cause the travelling velocity of the left-hand
crawler travel device 12a positioned outwardly relative
to the other to follow a target turning velocity V x 100%
- ΔV4 (ΔV4 > ΔV3), while the right-hand travel motor 52
is controlled to cause the right-hand crawler travel device
12b positioned inwardly relative to the other to turn in the
opposite direction at a target turning velocity V x 100% -
ΔV4. By so controlling, the crawler travel member 10 is
caused to turn rightwardly in a spin turn fashion (turn
about the centre of the crawler travel member 10 serving
as the centre of turning).
[0038] During such a turn, the inwardly positioned
right-hand crawler travel device 12b is sometimes driven
by the outwardly positioned left-hand crawler travel de-
vice 12a. (Such a phenomenon sometimes occurs during
a gentle slalom turn.) By utilizing the driving force pro-
duced at that time, the right-hand travel motor 52 gener-
ates electric power which charges the battery 90 through
the right-hand inverter 54 for travel.
[0039] A control performed when the turning amount
operation dial 48 is turned leftwardly from the neutral po-
sition is the same as the travel control described above
except that that device of the crawler travel devices 12a
and 12b which is positioned inwardly relative to the other
in the turning direction and that device of the crawler trav-
el devices 12a and 12b which is positioned outwardly
relative to the other in the turning direction are reversed.
FIG. 4B illustrates a case where the travel operation lever
47 is operated to lean forwardly from the neutral position
by an amount of operation of 50%. The travel control
performed in this case is the same as the travel control
described above except that the target values are varied.
The travel control section 60b of the controller 60 has
previously established therein information on target val-

ues for turning in accordance with the amounts of oper-
ation on the travel operation lever 47.
[0040] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the crawler-type
high place work vehicle 1 is provided with a derricking
angle detector 81 configured to detect the derricking an-
gle of the boom 30 from a horizontal position, a length
detector 82 configured to detect the length of the boom
30, and a turning angle detector 83 configured to detect
the turning angle of the boom 30 (rotating structure 20).
Information on the derricking angle, length and turning
angle of the boom 30 detected by these detectors 81 to
83 is inputted to a determination section 60c of the con-
troller 60.
[0041] The determination section 60c calculates the
position of the workbench 40 relative to the crawler travel
member 10 based on the information on the derricking
angle, length and turning angle of the boom 30 inputted
thereto from the detectors 81 to 83. Subsequently, the
determination section 60c determines whether or not the
position of the workbench 40 is horizontally separated
from the crawler travel member 10 by a distance in ex-
cess of a predetermined allowable horizontal distance.
When determination is made that the position of the work-
bench 40 is in excess of the allowable horizontal distance,
the determination section 60c outputs a first restrictive
signal to the travel control section 60b. In response to
input of the first restrictive signal from the determination
section 60c, the travel control section 60b performs a
control such that when the turning amount command sig-
nals are inputted from the turning amount operation dial
48, the amounts of deceleration of the travelling velocities
of the transversely opposite crawler travel devices 12a
and 12b from the target straight travelling velocity set by
the travel operation lever 47 are made larger than when
the first restrictive signal is not inputted (when the position
of the workbench 40 is not in excess of the allowable
horizontal distance), thereby causing the crawler travel
member 10 to turn.
[0042] The travel control section 60b may be config-
ured to perform a control such that when the turning
amount command signals are inputted from the turning
amount operation dial 48, the amounts of deceleration
of the travelling velocities of the transversely opposite
crawler travel devices 12a and 12b from the target
straight travelling velocity set by the travel operation lever
47 become larger in accordance with the horizontal dis-
tance between the workbench 40 and the crawler travel
member 10 calculated by the determination section 60c
(a control for causing the amounts of deceleration to vary
linearly in accordance with the horizontal distance). The
travel control section 60b may be configured to establish
a restrictive target velocity which is lower than the target
straight travelling velocity corresponding to the amount
of operation on the travel operation lever 47 in accord-
ance with the horizontal distance between the workbench
40 and the crawler travel member 10 calculated by the
determination section 60c (establish a restrictive target
velocity linearly varying with the horizontal direction)
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when the travel command signals are inputted from the
travel operation lever 47 and then perform a control for
causing the travelling velocities of the transversely op-
posite travel motors 51 and 52 to follow the restrictive
target velocity thus established.
[0043] FIG. 5 illustrates a case where the travel oper-
ation lever 47 is operated to lean forwardly from the neu-
tral position by an amount of operation of 100% (maxi-
mum) when the position of the workbench 40 is in excess
of the allowable horizontal distance (but not in excess of
an allowable vertical distance to be described later). In-
itially, when the amount of turning operation on the turn-
ing amount operation dial 48 is 0 degrees (neutral posi-
tion), the revolution velocities of the transversely opposite
travel motors 51 and 52 are controlled to cause the trav-
elling velocities of both of the transversely opposite crawl-
er travel devices 12a and 12b to follow the target straight
travelling velocity V x 100%, thereby causing the crawler
travel member 10 to travel forwardly. Although the control
for straight travel performed in this case remains the
same as when the position of the workbench 40 is not in
excess of the allowable horizontal distance, a control may
be performed such that the travelling velocity of straight
travel is set to a smaller value. On the other hand, when
the turning amount operation dial 48 is turned rightwardly
by 30 degrees for example from the neutral position dur-
ing straight travel of the crawler travel member 10 (i.e.,
transversely opposite crawler travel devices 12a and
12b) at the travelling velocity V x 100%, the travelling
velocity of the left-hand crawler travel device 12a which
is positioned outwardly relative to the other in the turning
direction is decelerated by ΔV5, while the travelling ve-
locity of the right-hand crawler travel device 12b which
is positioned inwardly relative to the other in the turning
direction is decelerated by ΔV5+ΔV6. That is, the revolu-
tion velocity of the left-hand travel motor 51 is controlled
to cause the travelling velocity of the left-hand crawler
travel device 12a positioned outwardly relative to the oth-
er to follow the target turning velocity V x 100% - ΔV5,
while the revolution velocity of the right-hand travel motor
52 is controlled to cause the travelling velocity of the right-
hand crawler travel device 12b positioned inwardly rela-
tive to the other to follow the target turning velocity V x
100% (ΔV5+ΔV6). By so controlling, the crawler travel
member 10 is caused to turn rightwardly (in a slalom turn
fashion) correspondingly to the amount of 30 degrees of
turning operation on the turning amount operation dial
48. Here, ΔV5 is a larger value than ΔV1 shown in FIG.
4A and, hence, the amounts of deceleration of both of
the transversely opposite crawler travel devices 12a and
12b become larger. That is, when the position of the work-
bench 40 is in excess of the allowable horizontal distance,
a control is performed such that the turning velocities are
reduced to lower values than when the position of the
workbench 40 is not in excess of the allowable horizontal
distance.
[0044] The determination section 60c determines
whether or not the position of the workbench 40 is sep-

arated upwardly from the crawler travel member 10 by a
distance in excess of a predetermined allowable vertical
distance (allowable height). When determination is made
that the position of the workbench 40 is in excess of the
allowable vertical distance, the determination section 60c
outputs a second restrictive signal to the travel control
section 60b. In response to input of the second restrictive
signal from the determination section 60c, the travel con-
trol section 60b establishes a restrictive target velocity
which is lower than the target straight travelling velocity
according to the travel command signals when the travel
command signals are inputted from the travel operation
lever 47 and then controls the revolution velocities of the
transversely opposite travel motors 51 and 52 to cause
the travelling velocities of both of the transversely oppo-
site crawler travel devices 12a and 12b to follow the re-
strictive target velocity thus established, thereby causing
the crawler travel member 10 to travel straight.
[0045] The travel control section 60b may be config-
ured to establish a restrictive target velocity which is lower
than the target straight travelling velocity corresponding
to the amount of operation on the travel operation lever
47 in accordance with the vertical distance between the
workbench 40 and the crawler travel member 10 calcu-
lated by the determination section 60c (establish the re-
strictive target velocity varying linearly with the vertical
distance) when the travel command signals are inputted
from the travel operation lever 47 and then perform a
control for causing the travelling velocities of the trans-
versely opposite travel motors 51 and 52 to follow the
restrictive target velocity thus established. Further, the
travel control section 60b may be configured to perform
a control such that when the turning amount command
signals are inputted from the turning amount operation
dial 48, the amounts of deceleration of the travelling ve-
locity of the transversely opposite crawler travel devices
12a and 12b from the target straight travelling velocity
set by the travel operation lever 47 become larger in ac-
cordance with the vertical distance between the work-
bench 40 and the crawler travel member 10 calculated
by the determination section 60c (a control for causing
the amounts of deceleration to vary linearly with the ver-
tical distance).
[0046] FIG. 6 illustrates a case where the travel oper-
ation lever 47 is operated to lean forwardly from the neu-
tral position by an amount of operation of 100% (maxi-
mum) when the position of the workbench 40 is in excess
of the allowable vertical distance (but not in excess of
the allowable horizontal distance). Initially, when the
amount of turning operation on the turning amount oper-
ation dial 48 is 0 degrees (neutral position), the revolution
velocities of the transversely opposite travel motors 51
and 52 are controlled to cause the travelling velocities of
both of the transversely opposite crawler travel devices
12a and 12b to follow a restrictive target velocity V x
about 25% which is lower than the target straight travel-
ling velocity V x 100% according to the travel command
signals inputted from the travel operation lever 47, there-
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by causing the crawler travel member 10 to travel for-
wardly. That is, when the position of the workbench 40
is in excess of the allowable vertical distance, a control
is performed such that the straight travelling velocity is
set to a smaller value than when the position of the work-
bench 40 is not in excess of the allowable vertical dis-
tance. Subsequently, when the turning amount operation
dial 48 is turned rightwardly by 30 degrees for example
from the neutral position during straight travel of the
crawler travel member 10 (i.e., transversely opposite
crawler travel devices 12a and 12b) at the travelling ve-
locity V x about 25%, the travelling velocity of the left-
hand crawler travel device 12a which is positioned out-
wardly relative to the other in the turning direction is de-
celerated by ΔV7 (ΔV7 is not shown because the value
thereof is small), while the travelling velocity of the right-
hand crawler travel device 12b which is positioned in-
wardly relative to the other in the turning direction is de-
celerated by ΔV7+ΔV8. That is, the revolution velocity of
the left-hand travel motor 51 is controlled to cause the
travelling velocity of the outwardly positioned left-hand
crawler travel device 12a to follow the target turning ve-
locity V x about 25%ΔV7, while the revolution velocity of
the right-hand travel motor 52 is controlled to cause the
travelling velocity of the inwardly positioned right-hand
crawler travel device 12b to follow the target turning ve-
locity V x about 25% (ΔV7+ΔV8). By so controlling, the
crawler travel member 10 is caused to turn rightwardly
(in a slalom turn fashion) correspondingly to the amount
of 30 degrees of turning operation on the turning amount
operation dial 48.
[0047] When the position of the workbench 40 is in
excess of both the allowable horizontal distance and the
allowable vertical distance (when both of the first and
second restrictive signals are inputted from the determi-
nation section 60c), the travel control section 60b per-
forms a control such that the control performed when the
position of the workbench 40 is in excess of the allowable
horizontal distance is performed, while the control per-
formed when the position of the workbench 40 is in ex-
cess of the allowable vertical distance is added as a cor-
rection value to the former control. That is, a control is
performed such that both of the turning velocity and the
straight travelling velocity are set to smaller values than
when the position of the workbench 40 is in excess of
neither the allowable horizontal distance nor the allowa-
ble vertical distance.
[0048] In the crawler-type high place work vehicle 1,
the travel control section 60b is configured to control the
revolution velocities of the transversely opposite travel
motors 51 and 52 such that when the turning amount
command signals are inputted from the turning amount
operation dial 48, the transversely opposite crawler travel
devices 12a and 12b are caused to turn according to the
turning amount command signals by decelerating the
transversely opposite crawler travel devices 12a and 12b
from the target straight travelling velocity set by the travel
operation lever 47 by equal values of velocity which are

predetermined according to the turning amount com-
mand signals inputted from the turning amount operation
dial 48 and further decelerating the travelling velocity of
the crawler travel device 12a or 12b which is positioned
inwardly relative to the other in the turning direction. This
configuration can reduce the inertial force (centrifugal
force) to be exerted on the vehicle and rider to a small
value though the turning velocity is lower than that under
the conventional travel control which realizes a turn by
decelerating only the inwardly positioned crawler travel
device. Therefore, the travelling stability of the vehicle
during turning and the ride quality felt by the rider during
turning can be improved.
[0049] In the crawler-type high place work vehicle 1,
the travel control section 60b is configured to cause the
crawler travel member 10 to turn by performing the con-
trol such that when the turning amount command signals
are inputted from the turning amount operation dial 48,
the amounts of deceleration of the travelling velocities of
the transversely opposite crawler travel devices 12a and
12b from the target straight travelling velocity set by the
travel operation lever 47 become larger in accordance
with the horizontal distance between the workbench 40
and the crawler travel member 10. Since a larger inertial
force is exerted on the workbench 40 during turning as
the workbench 40 becomes more separated horizontally
from the crawler travel member 10, the configuration de-
scribed above can prevent the rider on the workbench
40 from being subjected to an excessive inertial force
during turning, thereby improving the safety of the rider
on the workbench 40.
[0050] In the crawler-type high place work vehicle 1,
the travel control section 60b is configured to establish
a restrictive target velocity which is lower than the target
straight travelling velocity corresponding to the amount
of operation on the travel operation lever 47 in accord-
ance with the vertical distance between the workbench
40 and the crawler travel member 10 when the travel
command signals are inputted from the travel operation
lever 47 and then control the revolution velocities of the
transversely opposite travel motors 51 and 52 to cause
the travelling velocities of the transversely opposite
crawler travel devices 12a and 12b to follow the restrictive
target velocity thus established, thereby causing the
crawler travel member 10 to travel straight. Since the
travelling stability of the vehicle during straight travel low-
ers as the workbench 40 becomes more separated up-
wardly from the crawler travel member 10, the configu-
ration described above can improve the travelling stability
of the vehicle during straight travel. The travel control
section 60b may be configured to cause the crawler travel
member 10 to turn by performing a control such that the
amounts of deceleration of the travelling velocities of the
transversely opposite crawler travel devices 12a and 12b
from the target straight travelling velocity set by the travel
operation lever 47 become larger in accordance with the
vertical distance between the workbench 40 and the
crawler travel member 10. This configuration can im-
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prove the travelling stability of the vehicle during turning.
[0051] The crawler-type high place work vehicle 1 is
configured such that during turning, a driving force that
is produced when that crawler travel device which is po-
sitioned inwardly relative to the other in the turning direc-
tion is driven by that crawler travel device which is posi-
tioned outwardly relative to the other in the turning direc-
tion is utilized to generate electric power which charges
the battery 90 by that travel electric motor which drives
the inwardly positioned crawler travel device. For this rea-
son, it is possible to prolong the serviceable life of the
battery 90, thereby to realize energy saving.
[0052] While the embodiment according to the present
invention has been described above, the scope of the
present invention is not limited to the embodiment. For
example, though the transversely opposite crawler travel
devices 12a and 12b of the foregoing embodiment are
configured to be driven by the respective electric motors
(i.e., travel motors 51 and 52), the transversely opposite
crawler travel devices may be configured to be driven by
respective hydraulic motors. In cases where such hy-
draulic motors are used, the inverters 53 and 54 for travel
shown in FIG. 2 are each replaced with a proportional
valve for travel, while the number of revolutions of each
hydraulic motor is controlled by controlling the amount
of spool movement (the ratio of opening) of the propor-
tional valve.
[0053] In the foregoing embodiment, the travel opera-
tion device includes the travel operation lever 47 and the
turning amount operation dial 48. However, the travel
operation device may be either a travel operation device
provided with an accelerator pedal for setting a travelling
velocity and a steering wheel for setting a turning direc-
tion and turning amount or a joystick-type travel operation
device which is capable of setting a forward travel, back-
ward travel, travelling velocity, turning direction and turn-
ing amount by means of a single travel operation lever.
The foregoing embodiment includes the rotating struc-
ture 20, boom 30 and workbench 40 which are provided
on the crawler travel member 10. However, the present
invention is also applicable to a crawler-type travel vehi-
cle provided with, for example, a high place work device
of the vertical mast lift type or scissor lift type, a crane
device, and the like which are mounted on the crawler
travel member 10.
[0054] The invention being thus described, it will be
obvious that the same may be varied in many ways. Such
variations are not to be regarded as a departure from the
spirit and scope of the invention, and all such modifica-
tions as would be obvious to one skilled in the art are
intended to be included within the scope of the following
claims.

Claims

1. A crawler-type travelling vehicle comprising:

a vehicle body;
transversely opposite crawler travel devices
provided on transversely opposite sides of the
vehicle body;
transversely opposite travel motors which re-
spectively drive the transversely opposite crawl-
er travel devices;
a travel operation device which sets a travelling
direction, a travelling velocity, a turning direction
and a turning amount in accordance with a di-
rection and an amount of operation thereon; and
a travel control device which controls a direction
and a velocity of revolution of each of the trans-
versely opposite travel motors in accordance
with the travelling direction, the travelling veloc-
ity, the turning direction and the turning amount
set by the travel operation device,
wherein when the travel operation device is op-
erated to cause a straight travel, the travel con-
trol device performs a control such that the trans-
versely opposite travel motors are caused to re-
volve for realizing a straight travel in a direction
and at a velocity corresponding to the direction
and the amount of operation on the travel oper-
ation device; and
wherein when the travel operation device is op-
erated to cause a turn, the travel control device
performs a control such that the transversely op-
posite travel motors are caused to revolve for
realizing a turn set by the travel operation device
by decelerating the travelling velocities of the
transversely opposite crawler travel devices
from travelling velocities of the transversely op-
posite crawler travel devices travelling straight
by equal values of velocity corresponding to the
turning amount set by the travel operation device
and further decelerating the travelling velocity
of the crawler travel device which is positioned
inwardly relative to the other crawler travel de-
vice in the turning direction.

2. The crawler-type travelling vehicle according to
claim 1, further comprising:

a lifting device which is mounted on the vehicle
body and which moves a workbench up and
down at least; and
workbench position detecting means which de-
tects a position of the workbench relative to the
vehicle body,
wherein when the travel operation device is op-
erated to cause the straight travel, the travel con-
trol device performs a control such that the trans-
versely opposite travel motors are caused to re-
volve for realizing the straight travel at a lower
velocity than the travelling velocity correspond-
ing to the amount of operation on the travel op-
eration device in accordance with a vertical dis-
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tance between the workbench and the vehicle
body detected by the workbench position detect-
ing means.

3. The crawler-type travelling vehicle according to
claim 1 or 2, further comprising:

a lifting device which is mounted on the vehicle
body and which moves a workbench up and
down at least; and
workbench position detecting means which de-
tects a position of the workbench relative to the
vehicle body,
wherein when the travel operation device is op-
erated to cause the turn, the travel control device
performs a control such that amounts of decel-
eration of the travelling velocities of the trans-
versely opposite crawler travel devices from the
travelling velocity of the straight travel become
larger in accordance with a vertical distance be-
tween the workbench and the vehicle body de-
tected by the workbench position detecting
means.

4. The crawler-type travelling vehicle according to any
one of claims 1 to 3, further comprising:

a lifting device which includes a boom mounted
on the vehicle body and capable of derricking,
telescoping and rotating and which moves up
and down a workbench attached to a distal end
portion of the boom; and
workbench position detecting means which de-
tects a position of the workbench relative to the
vehicle body,
wherein when the travel operation device is op-
erated to cause the turn, the travel control device
performs a control such that amounts of decel-
eration of the travelling velocities of the trans-
versely opposite crawler travel devices from the
travelling velocity of the straight travel become
larger in accordance with a horizontal distance
between the workbench and the vehicle body
detected by the workbench position detecting
means.

5. A crawler-type travelling vehicle comprising:

a vehicle body;
transversely opposite crawler travel devices
provided on transversely opposite sides of the
vehicle body;
transversely opposite electric travel motors
which respectively drive the transversely oppo-
site crawler travel devices when supplied with
electric power;
a travel operation device which sets a travelling
direction, a travelling velocity, a turning direction

and a turning amount in accordance with a di-
rection and an amount of operation thereon; and
a travel control device which controls a direction
and a velocity of revolution of each of the trans-
versely opposite electric travel motors in accord-
ance with the travelling direction, the travelling
velocity, the turning direction and the turning
amount set by the travel operation device,
wherein the transversely opposite electric travel
motors have a function of generating electric
power when driven to revolve; and
wherein when a turn is performed under a rev-
olution control over the transversely opposite
electric travel motors by the travel control device
for realizing a turn set by the travel operation
device, a driving force that is produced when
that crawler travel device which is positioned in-
wardly relative to the other crawler travel device
in the turning direction is driven by that crawler
travel device which is positioned outwardly rel-
ative to the other crawler travel device in the
turning direction is utilized to generate electric
power by that electric travel motor which drives
the inwardly positioned crawler travel device.
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